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To the Co-ordinator,
   I sent this in on the 30th July & it was done in a hurry as I had suffered computer
problems plus my computer inability, needing someone else to despatch it for me, which I
had told Adam Bell earlier. In my haste I have omitted a couple of pertinent matters that
I'd like to add in please as I doubt you have reviewed this yet. Would you accept my
request to destroy the previous submission & replace it with this, please. 
   There were two small additions in the paragraph starting" I refer you to the Canberra
Weekly of the 11th February" & also to the paragraph starting "Three or four years ago &
the paragraph starting " I also refer you to the City News of May 13 - 19  " 4th paragraph
from the bottom.  Thank you Harold Marshall.

From: Harold Marshall
Sent: Friday, 30 July 2021 3:32 PM
To: LAcommitteePTCS@parliament.act.gov.au <LAcommitteePTCS@parliament.act.gov.au>
Subject: Public Transport Inquiry Submission
 
              INQUIRY INTO PUBLIC TRANSPORT  -   SUBMISSION.
 
 
    I heard the latter end of a radio interview with Jo Clay on ABC earlier this week I think
it was so I’m not conversant with the full interview but what I understood was that this
inquiry was in respect of bicycles & riders so that is what I am addressing.
 
    Governments have many matters to cover, one of which is protecting people from
themselves, things like seat belts, car baby seats, bike helmets etc & it should have cyclists
in there also as they are their own worst enemy, because when they become involved with
car accidents, they have no protection except the helmet.
    In the modern world majority rules, well does it, not with cycles, they are a privileged
minority. There would be a lot more vehicles on the road in peak hours in particular, than
bikes but that doesn’t matter it seems, they are being allowed to mingle with traffic in spite
of there being little room for their safety,.
     In researching this matter I learned that bikes are given the privileged law of “Claim the
lane“ which, if I read it correctly allows them to move to the middle of the lane & obstruct
traffic. If that happened to you as a motorist, I expect that you likely wouldn’t be aware of
that law & be rather upset with the rider. Assaults occur this way.
    I drove buses in the ACT, up to 70 seats for 13 years ceasing in January 2020 & bicycles
are a problem for heavy vehicles. I drove the southern areas & on the multi lane roads,
Drakeford & Tharwa Drives etc in peak hours where there were riders who rode the cycle
white line regularly.
    Heavy vehicles require almost all of the lane & if a rider was on the white line in that
period the heavy vehicle has nowhere to move as the driver’s side will have three or four
vehicles locking it in so they can’t really abide by the rule of distance to be allowed legally
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so the law is against the heavy vehicle driver.
    Three or four years ago I took a submission up with a sitting member of the Labor party
on this subject & it went nowhere & at the same time I hand delivered it to Pedal Power
where I was told “ I only carry out Board Directions & the reason that riders use the white
line is because the roads aren’t swept & riders get punctures”. I'll bet it will still continue.
Recently I was invited to take this up with a sitting Liberal Party member, which I did but
like the Labor Party, no reply or action to my knowledge.
    I also ride a bike but I’m not stupid enough to put my life on the line, cyclists also cause
other problems, as do some motorists, that cause arguments, fights & aggression which
helps no one thanks to the laws favouring cyclists.
     I refer you to the Canberra Weekly of 11th February 2021 page 10 where it gives
accident statistics for cyclists reported to Police -  since 2012 there have been 5 killed &
over 1700 accidents which when averaged out to 2021 is 188 accidents per annum ( plus
unreported accidents ), when, if they used the shared paths that were provided for them,
where I hear they also cause problems for pedestrians, particularly if they were deaf, that
number would be considerably reduced.
    It goes on to say close to 40% of accidents occur between 7 & 9 A M according to
Government data & Civic, Braddon, Turner, Ainslie & Dickson where they most occur.
There is also more accident advice on Northbourne Avenue shown but I’ll not list that, you
should read it for yourself as I will send it in. It is a very informative article re statistics.
     I also refer you to The City News of May 13-19, page 3 where cyclists are claiming
more rules against motorists as well as showing a picture of a cycle accident with a trailer
& on the face of it the bike rider is wrong, he is in the middle of the road & has hit the
back of the trailer. The motorist wasn’t charged re the accident. This request should be
denied.
      Horses were a mode of travel in my younger days & whilst they can still use the roads
it has been realised that their days are over & bikes are now in the same position, they
should be off busy roads @ least during peak hours as traffic will flow much more
smoothly, there would be less disruption because of cycle accidents & injuries over that
period, they can use the shared paths as was intended. Bikes should not be a “Sacred Cow”
as at present but be relegated to their current status, past history. 
      Having gone to all of this trouble I will now consider what I have often thought of
doing, put this submission in the paper, on Facebook & Twitter & let the motorists have a
say . 
      There is an old saying & I can’t recall the first section but it goes something like this,
There will be no changes achieved or corrected if good men do nothing.
 
                                           For your consideration.
 
                                                                    Harold Marshall. 29th July 2021.

(Sources attached to this email)
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